A decade of sea level rise slowed by climate-driven hydrology
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Climate-driven changes in land water storage and their contributions to sea level rise have been absent from Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change sea level budgets owing to observational challenges. Recent advances in satellite measurement of time-variable gravity combined with reconciled global glacier loss estimates enable a disaggregation of continental land mass changes and a quantification of this term. We found that between 2002 and 2014, climate variability resulted in an additional 3200 ± 900 gigatons of water being stored on land. This gain partially offset water losses from ice sheets, glaciers, and groundwater pumping, slowing the rate of sea level rise by 0.71 ± 0.20 millimeters per year. These findings highlight the importance of climate-driven changes in hydrology when assigning attribution to decadal changes in sea level.

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) (1) as all snow, surface water, soil moisture, and groundwater storage, excluding glaciers. Every year, land temporarily stores then releases a net 6000 ± 1400 Gt of mass through the seasonal cycling of water, which is equivalent to an oscillation in sea level of 1.7 ± 4 mm (4–6). Thus, natural changes in interannual to decadal cycling and storage of water from oceans to land and back can have a large effect on the rate of sea level rise (SLR) on decadal intervals (7, 8). From 2003 to 2011, SLR slowed to a rate of −2.4 mm year−1 (9) during a period of increased mass loss from glaciers (10) and ice sheets (11). Climate-driven changes in land water storage have been suggested to have contributed to this slowdown (9), but this assertion has not been verified with direct observations.

Until recently, little data have existed to constrain land water storage contributions to global
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Fig. 1. Trends in land water storage from GRACE observations, April 2002 to November 2014. Glaciers and ice sheets are excluded. Shown are the global map (gigatons per year per 1/2-degree grid), zonal total trends, full time series (millimeters per year SLE), and best-fit linear regression with climatology removed (millimeters per year SLE). The strongest gains and losses are associated with climate-driven variability in precipitation.

Fig. 2. Storage trends partitioned into hydrologic gains and losses. (Left) As in Fig. 1, but separated by negative (top) and positive (bottom) land water storage trends. (Middle) The zonal average of the negative (top) and positive (bottom) trend map (gigatons per year per 1/2-degree grid). (Right) GRACE land water storage time series averaged for the negative (top) and positive (bottom) land water storage trend map (climatology removed). Estimated glacier trends are shown in the supplementary materials (44).
mean SLR. As a result, this term has either been excluded from SLR budgets (3) or has been approximated by using ad hoc accounting that includes modeling or scaling of a variety of ground-based observations (1, 2). Human-induced changes in land water storage (hereafter referred to as “human-driven land water storage”) include the direct effects of groundwater extraction, irrigation, impoundment in reservoirs, wetland drainage, and deforestation. These activities may play a major role in modulating rates of sea level change (12–16), and several studies of large aquifers suggest that trends in regional and global land water storage are now strongly influenced by the effects of groundwater withdrawal (17). Currently, human activity (including groundwater depletion and reservoir impoundment) is estimated to have directly resulted in a net 0.38 ± 0.12 mm year⁻¹ sea level equivalent (SLE) between 1993 and 2010 (1) or 15 to 25% of observed barystatic SLR, but estimates are acknowledged to have large uncertainties (18–20).

Climate-driven variability in rainfall, evaporation, and runoff also contributes to decadal rates of sea level change through changes in the total amount of water held in snow, soil, surface waters, and aquifers (8, 21). Climate-driven changes in land water storage have been assumed to be too small to include in sea level budgets (1), but there is little observational evidence to support this assumption. The vast spatial scale of climate-driven changes in land water storage has made them too difficult to observe with accuracy (22). As such, current IPCC sea level budgets exclude a potentially large water storage term that is required for closure of barystatic SLR on decadal time scales.

We assessed the role of land water storage in SLR over the 12-year period from 2002 to 2014. We examined global changes in surface mass derived from satellite measurements of time-variable gravity that are well-suited to constrain global changes in water storage. From this data, we extracted an observation-based estimate of the net contributions of the continents to SLR. By incorporating recently reconciled estimates of glacier losses (an update to Gardner et al. (10)) and recent estimates of global groundwater depletion (13–16), we are able to disaggregate this net mass change into the contributions of glaciers, direct human-driven land water storage, and climate-driven land water storage.

Measurements of time-variable gravity come from NASA’s Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) satellite mission (23). GRACE provides monthly observations of changes in the Earth’s gravity field that, after the removal of signals owing to changes in solid earth and atmosphere, result from the movement of water and ice through the Earth system at specific temporal and spatial scales. GRACE has provided monthly gravity field solutions since April 2002 and has proved to be an effective tool with which to observe changes in the mass of ice sheets (24), glaciers (10, 25–27), snow mass (28), regional groundwater storage (17, 29, 30), and surface water storage (31). Previous studies have shown that because the accuracy of GRACE measurements generally increases with the size of the domain, GRACE observations may be useful to constrain hydrology contributions to sea level change (6, 32–34), although only Riethrook et al. (35) have attempted to disaggregate those contributions by process. The increasing length of the GRACE record, combined with recent improvements in the processing of the intersatellite range-rate measurements (36) and modeling of gravity change resulting from changes in solid earth displacement (supplementary materials, materials and methods) (37), have now made the GRACE record more relevant to investigation of land water storage contributions to sea level.

Table 1. Estimates of net direct-human water management contributions to SLR from previous studies. The range of estimates results from different methodological approaches and assumptions, including modeling, remote sensing, and ground-based methods. To achieve a net human-driven contribution, the IPCC AR5 applied an estimate of reservoir retention to the average of the Konikow (14) and Wada (13) groundwater depletion estimates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Previous studies</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Time period</th>
<th>Contribution (mm year⁻¹ SLE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Konikow et al. (2011)</td>
<td>Scaling of in situ measurements</td>
<td>2000 to 2008</td>
<td>0.41 ± 0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wada et al. (2012)</td>
<td>PCR-GLB Model</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>0.57 ± 0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doll et al. (2014)</td>
<td>WaterGAP Model</td>
<td>2000 to 2009</td>
<td>0.31 ± 0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPCC AR5 (2013)</td>
<td>(13) + (14) averaged (including reservoirs)</td>
<td>1993 to 2010</td>
<td>0.38 ± 0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richey et al. (2015)</td>
<td>GRACE net subsurface storage</td>
<td>2003 to 2014</td>
<td>0.24 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. Observed global mass contributions to SLR, 2002 to 2014, including the disaggregated land water storage term. (Left) Global mass contributions to sea level from GRACE mascons, including total ocean mass change (1.58 mm year⁻¹ SLE), partitioned between contributions from Greenland (0.77 mm year⁻¹ SLE), Antarctica (0.49 mm year⁻¹ SLE), and net land water storage (LWS) (0.32 mm year⁻¹ SLE). (Right) Disaggregation of net LWS contributions, including the estimate of land glacier losses (0.65 mm year⁻¹ SLE), anthropogenic hydrology (0.38 mm year⁻¹ SLE) (1), and climate-driven land water storage from this study (~0.71 mm year⁻¹).

Table 2. The components of total continental water storage used to calculate climate-driven land water storage change from April 2002 to November 2014. LIA, Little Ice Age correction (supplementary materials).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Contribution (mm year⁻¹ SLE)</th>
<th>Uncertainty (mm year⁻¹)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Land glaciers (including LIA)</td>
<td>This study</td>
<td>0.65 ± 0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human-driven land water storage</td>
<td>IPCC AR5 (1)</td>
<td>0.38 ± 0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate-driven land water storage</td>
<td>This study</td>
<td>~0.71 ± 0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total continental water storage</td>
<td>This study</td>
<td>0.32 ± 0.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We used 140 monthly solutions from the new Jet Propulsion Laboratory GRACE mascon solution (JPL RL05M) (36) for the period spanning April 2002 through November 2014. The JPL RL05M mascon solution solves for gravity anomalies in terms of globally distributed, equal-area spherical cap mass concentration functions coupled with Bayesian regularization based on near-global geophysical models and altimetry observations. This approach optimally reduces correlated error in the gravity solution, resulting in less signal loss and higher spatial resolution than those of traditional methods. The solution also applies a post-processing algorithm to better partition between land and ocean mass changes, limiting “leakage” signal between oceans and land.

Several post-processing corrections are applied to the GRACE solutions in order to correct for known limitations of the GRACE measurements and to isolate the terrestrial water storage signal of interest. These include replacing the degree 2, order 0 spherical harmonic coefficients for each month with those estimated from satellite laser ranging (38), correcting the position of the mean pole (39), adding an estimate of geocenter motion (40), removing a Glacial Isostatic Adjustment (GIA) signal (37), removing a glacier change signal (10), and removing solid earth response to tectonic events (41). Because little to no trend in mass over Greenland and Antarctica is attributed to changes in land water storage, these regions are excluded from our analysis.

The resulting mass anomalies, with appropriately propagated errors, are attributable to changes in land water storage. We estimate a total continental land mass change (including glaciers) over the study period of \(-0.32 \pm 0.13\) mm year\(^{-1}\) SLE (ocean gaining). To show that our work is consistent with current knowledge, we compared trends in our mascon-based land and ocean mass change time series with mass trends reported by Riva et al. (42), Llovel et al. (34), Llovel et al. (43), and Jensen et al. (6). In all cases, we find good agreement with earlier works when time periods over which trends are calculated are properly accounted for. We then proceeded to remove glacial signals in order to isolate a hydrology-only “land water storage” signal (44).

Shown in Fig. 1 is a global map of the GRACE-observed trend in hydrologic land water storage only (after removing glacier signals) over the 2002–2014 period as well as the global time series; in Fig. 1, blue indicates water gains, and red indicates water losses. Globally, glacier-free land gained water at a rate of 120 \(\pm 60\) Gt year\(^{-1}\) (\(0.33 \pm 0.16\) mm year\(^{-1}\) SLE). Regionally, we find good agreement with previous hydrology studies that have applied GRACE to determine water mass trends for individual water basins and aquifers. Positive trends are generally associated with climate variations rather than human water management—such as large flooding periods in the upper Missouri River basin (45), recovery from drought in the Amazon (46) and the Zambezi and Niger basins in Africa (47–49), and weaker gains in Northern Australia associated with La Niña (50)—and are consistent with observed land precipitation changes during the observation period (45). A small portion of the gain signal can also be attributed to human activities—primarily, the filling of reservoirs. Land water storage losses are generally associated with changing precipitation patterns (45) and drought, and with human-driven change, primarily attributable to groundwater depletion. The negative trends in land water storage in Fig. 1 correspond well with recent studies of global groundwater stress (37) and with regional studies of groundwater depletion in the Middle East region (51, 52), North-western India (29), California and the Southern High Plains in North America (30, 53, 54), and the North China Plain (55).

To highlight the spatial patterns of change, we partition the global land water storage trend map into its positive and negative components in Fig. 2, left. A spatial mask was constructed at the interface between positive and negative trend signals (along the zero-trend contour) for individual mascons. The partitioned trend maps and their zonal averages (Fig. 1, right, and Fig. 2, center) reveal a distinct pattern of mid-latitude drying, which is more pronounced in the northern hemisphere, and of high- and low-latitude wetting.

We measured a gross negative mass trend of \(-350\) Gt year\(^{-1}\), or \(-0.97\) mm year\(^{-1}\) SLE (ocean gaining), for 2002–2014 land water storage losses (Fig. 2, top), which includes human-driven changes in storage, largely due to groundwater depletion as a portion of the total. Recent estimates proposed by IPCC (7) for the net human-driven land water storage contribution to sea level (0.38 \(\pm 0.12\) mm year\(^{-1}\), 1993–2010) represent only a fraction (<40%) of the total losses observed here, which is expected because our results also include the previously unknown climate-driven land water storage signal. We also measured a gross positive mass trend of 470 Gt year\(^{-1}\), or 1.3 mm year\(^{-1}\) SLE for the gaining land water storage regions (Fig. 2, bottom). The combined impacts of gaining and losing regions in land water storage result in a net sea level decrease that can be largely attributable to decadal-scale climate-driven processes.

Our analysis indicates that land water storage acted as a net sea level sink during the 2002–2014 period, resulting from a balance between human- and climate-driven changes in hydrology. Using previously published estimates of the direct anthropogenic component of this balance, we were able to isolate changes in land water storage resulting from climate variability. Recent research on direct human-driven changes in land water storage (10–14) has yielded a suite of estimates whose mean (\(-0.38 \pm 0.11\) mm year\(^{-1}\)) is not significantly different than the IPCC (7) 1993–2010 estimate of \(-0.38 \pm 0.12\) mm year\(^{-1}\) SLE (45), even though study estimates span a range of temporal intervals (Table 1). Because the net land water storage mass gain calculated here (0.33 \(\pm 0.16\) mm year\(^{-1}\)) represents the sum of both the human- and climate-driven components of land water storage change, we subtracted the IPCC estimate for human-driven changes to calculate a climate-driven land water storage uptake equivalent to \(-0.71 \pm 0.20\) mm year\(^{-1}\). This climate-driven land water storage uptake is required to close the observed land water storage balance (Fig. 3 and Table 2) (7). This result is consistent with the hypothesis posed by Cazenave et al. (9) that El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) modulations of the global water cycle are important in sea level budgeting because they augment the delivery of water to the continents (19, 44). However, we recognize that the hydrologic variability observed here could change with a longer record and may not represent a long-term offset to global SLR.

To illustrate the importance of including climate-driven changes in land water storage in decadal sea level budgets, we place our estimate of climate-driven land water storage uptake in the context of other mass contributions to sea level change as estimated by using the JPL RL05M GRACE mascon solution (45), the results of which are shown in Fig. 3. Over the past decade, climate-driven land water storage uptake is of opposite sign and of magnitude comparable with ice losses from glaciers and ice sheets and nearly twice as large as mass losses from direct human-driven changes in land water storage. Our results show that climate-driven changes in land water storage are now observable on a global scale and that these changes are large and necessary for closure of decadal sea level budgets.
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Microbial physiology

Artificial electron acceptors decouple archael methane oxidation from sulfate reduction

Silvan Scheller,* Hang Yu, Grayson L. Chadwick, Shawn E. McGlynn,† Victoria J. Orphan†

The oxidation of methane with sulfate is an important microbial metabolism in the global carbon cycle. In marine methane seeps, this process is mediated by consortia of anaerobic methanotrophic archaea (ANME) that live in syntrophy with sulfate-reducing bacteria (SRB). The underlying interdependencies within this uncultured symbiotic partnership are poorly understood. We used a combination of rate measurements and single-cell stable isotope probing to demonstrate that ANME in deep-sea sediments can be catabolically and anaerobically decoupled from their syntrophic SRB partners using soluble artificial oxidants. The ANME still sustain high rates of methane oxidation in the absence of sulfate as the terminal oxidant, lending support to the hypothesis that interspecies extracellular electron transfer is the syntrophic mechanism for the anaerobic oxidation of methane.

Biological methane oxidation in the absence of oxygen is restricted to anaerobic methanotrophic archaea (ANME) that are phylogenetically related to methanogens (I, 2). These organisms evolved to metabolize methane to CO2 near thermodynamic equilibrium (E° = −245 mV for CH4/CO2) via the pathway of reverse methanogenesis (3), which includes the chemically challenging step of methane activation (4). Nitrogen reduction coupled to methane oxidation is directly mediated by a fresh-water archaeal methanotroph “Ca. Methanoperedens nitroreducens” ANME-2a (5); however, the electron transport mechanism coupling methane oxidation with other terminal electron acceptors (such as sulfate and metal oxides) is still debated (7–9).

Sulfate-coupled methane oxidation (Eq. 1) is the dominant mechanism for methane removal within marine sediments, preventing the release of teragrams per year of this greenhouse gas from the oceans (10).

\[
\text{CH}_4 + \text{SO}_4^{2-} = \text{HCO}_3^- + \text{HS}^- + \text{H}_2\text{O}
\]

Gibbs free energy (\(\Delta G^\circ\)) = −17 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) (1)

Multiple methanotrophic archaeal lineages (ANME-1; ANME-2a,b; and ANME-3) form syntrophic consortia with sulfate-reducing deltaproteobacteria (SRB) that drive AOM in areas of methane release at the seabed (11). The metabolism of AOM with sulfate appears to be partitioned between the two partners, requiring the exchange of electrons or intermediates. The mechanism underlying this syntrophic symbiosis has been studied using microcosm experiments (with AOM microorganisms exhibiting doubling times of 2 to 7 months (12–17)), as well as through the application of stable isotope analyses (2), radiotracer rate measurements (18), metagenomics (3, 5, 19, 20), and theoretical modeling (21, 22).

Attempts to metabolically decouple the syntrophic association and identify the intermediate compound passed between ANME archaea and their SRB partners have been unsuccessful when diffusive intermediates such as hydrogen, acetate, formate, and some redox active organic electron shuttles were used (26, 27). Culture-independent evidence for direct interspecies electron transfer in sulfate-coupled AOM by members of the ANME and their SRB partners (8, 9) supports earlier genomic predictions of this process occurring in the methanotrophic ANME-1 (19).

Guided by the recent evidence of direct interspecies electron transfer from ANME-2 to SRB (8), we probed whether artificial electron acceptors can substitute for the role of the SRB partner as a terminal oxidant for AOM. Respiration of the artificial electron acceptor 9,10-anthraquinone-2,6-disulfonate (AQDS, \(E° = −186\) mV) has been previously reported in methanogens (24). We tested AQDS as a sink for methane-derived electrons generated by the ANME archaea in incubations with deep-sea methane seep sediment. The stoichiometry of methane oxidation coupled to AQDS predicts the reduction of four equivalents of AQDS per methane (Eq. 2).

\[
\text{CH}_4 + 4 \text{AQDS} + 3\text{H}_2\text{O} = \text{HCO}_3^- + \text{H}^+ + 4\text{AQH}_2\text{DS}
\]

\(\Delta G^\circ = −41\text{ kJ mol}^{-1}\) (2)

To quantify AOM with AQDS, we performed anaerobic microcosm experiments using methane seep sediment from the Santa Monica basin...
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